Pillar 5: URBAN DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT
Nº
Themes
Questions
1
RISK
AWARENESS
AND
KNOWLEDGE

1

2

3

PREPAREDNESS
AND RESPONSE

RECOVERY AND
RECONSTRUCTION

2

Sub-city offices
3

4

Most residents are aware of
the risks they are exposed
to, but the level of awareness could be improved
Yes, the municipality carries out some activities in
the city for increasing disaster/climate change impact awareness

Most residents are not Only very few residents are
aware of the risks they are aware of the risks they are
exposed to
exposed to

The municipality does undertake some vulnerability
and risk assessments, which are then used for city
management and planning,
but improvements are required
Yes, all municipal staff is
Most staff have received
well trained and prepared specific training for disasto manage disaster risks
ter risk management

In general, the municiThe municipality has no
pality has little access to access to vulnerability and
vulnerability and risk as- risk assessments concersessments, and occasioning their city
nally uses such information
for city management and
planning purposes
Only some municipal staff Very few/no staff has receihas participated in related ved training for disaster
trainings on disaster risk
risk management
management

The municipality carries
out very few activities and
only occasionally for increasing disaster/climate
change impact awareness

There is no strategy in place
for increasing disaster/climate change impact awareness and no activities are
being carried out for such a
purpose

4

Is municipal staff trained on disaster risk management?

5

How well do early warning systems
work in the city?

6

How efficient are the coordination
mechanisms of your municipality
with other government institutions
in preparing for and responding to
disasters?

7

Does your municipality have a
Yes, the municipality has Yes, the municipality has a The municipality has some The municipality has no
contingency plan that defines the good contingency planning contingency plan in place, kind of contingency plan- contingency planning merole of each department and is effi- mechanisms in place, whi- but experience shows that ning mechanisms in place,
chanisms in place
ciently implemented in times of di- ch clearly defines the role its implementation in times but implementation has
saster?
of each department and is of disaster could be further not been effective so far
efficiently implemented in
improved
times of disaster

8

How capable is your city to re-esThe municipality is well
tablish basic service delivery in the organised and is capable
aftermath of a disaster?
to ensure a prompt re-establishment of basic services
delivery following a disaster
in all neighbourhoods
To what extent is the municipal sta- All relevant municipal staff
ff familiar with the building back
are trained and capable of
better approach (i.e. re-build da- applying the building back
maged infrastructure/ construction better approach when neebetter after a disaster, so that it can
ded
better resist/withstand the next
event)?

9

PREVENTION

In your opinion, how aware are re- All residents are well aware
sidents of your city of the natural of the risks they are expohazards and risks they are exposed
sed to
to?
Are there any disaster awareness
Yes, the municipality has
campaigns and activities in your a strategy in place for awacity that inform and educate about reness raising that ensures
disasters and the impact of climate residents are regularly inchange?
formed and educated about
disasters and climate change impact
Does your municipality make use Yes, the municipality unof vulnerability and risk assessdertakes regularly vulneraments for city management and bility and risk assessments,
planning purposes?
which are systematically
used for city management
and planning

Answers

Early warning systems
Early warning systems
Early warning systems are There are no early warning
function very well and ef- function well but could be
not working well
systems in place
fectively reduce disaster risk
improved
Coordination mechanisms Coordination mechanisms Coordination mechanisms There are no coordination
are very efficient and incre- are operational but could be in place rarely lead to efmechanisms in place for
ase preparedness and resimproved
fective results
such purposes
ponse capacities

10 Does your municipality enforce any Yes, the municipality is caregulation (e.g. zoning law) that
pable of efficiently enforprevents the construction of hou- cing regulations that presing and infrastructure in areas ex- vent constructions in all
posed to hazards?
areas demarcated as vulnerable
11 Does your city have protective in- Yes, the city has enough and
frastructure (e.g. dams, seawalls, well maintained protective
avalanche barriers, etc.) in place infrastructure in place that
that can prevent exposure to disas- prevents the exposure to
disaster
ter?

Re-establishment of basic
services delivery can be
ensured in the majority of
neighbourhoods and within
a reasonable time in case of
a disaster
Some municipal staff have
general knowledge and
skills regarding the building back better approach

The municipality is capable of re-establishing critical services only in few
neighbourhoods within a
reasonable time

In general, the re-establishment of basic services delivery in the city can take
long periods of time after a
disaster

Only very few municipal The municipal staff are not
staff have general knowle- familiar with the building
dge but no practical skills
back better approach
on the building back better approach

The municipality is only The municipality has very The municipality has no cacapable of partially enfor- little capacity to enforce pacity/ no regulation in placing regulations that pre- regulations that prevent ce to prevent constructions
in vulnerable areas
vent constructions in vul- constructions in vulnerabnerable areas
le areas
Yes, the city has some pro- The city has little protecti- The city does not have protective infrastructure in ve infrastructure and/or it tective infrastructure in
place but there could be
is poorly maintained
place to prevent the expomore/ better maintenance
sure to disaster

ADAPTATION

12

Does your municipality promote Yes, the municipality mains- Yes, the municipality pro- The municipality has pilo- The municipality has not
built or non-built adaptation sotreams various adaptation motes some climate change ted very few climate chan- yet included climate chanlutions (e.g. adaptive architecture, solutions into all sectors of adaptation solutions in re- ge adaptation solutions ge adaptation into its polirisk sensitive planning, etc.) that urban planning and manalevant sectors
cies
improve the capacity to cope with
gement
the effects of climate change?

MITIGATION

13

To your knowledge, is the munici- Yes, reduction of carbon
The city has implemented The city has implemented The city has no strategies
pality doing enough to reduce car- emission is a priority and
some measures to reduce very few measures to re- in place to reduce carbon
emissions
bon emissions?
various measures are being carbon emission, with va- duce carbon emission, and
implemented (e.g. LED lirious degrees of success
they were generally not
ghting, carbon tax, vehicle
very successful
inspections, industrial regulations)

Sub-city as a
whole

